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Abstract 

The length weight relationship of the starfish Pentaceraster regulus is done in this study. For that some stat fishes were 

collected and their length was recorded. A total of 764 specimen of starfish (Pentaceraster regulus) ranged from 31 to 184 

mm in length were used for the study. This study showed the relationship between length and weight as isometric in P. 

regulus. 
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Introduction 

The length weight relationship is one of the standard 
methods employed to yield authentic biological 
information. It is required in population dynamics and in 
fishery stock assessment [1,2]. The relationship between 
length and weight of the fish in frequently used to 
compare the effect of biotic and abiotic factors on the 
health or well being of a population [3]. It is a direct way 
of converting logarithmic growth rates into weight and 
indicates the events in the life history such as 
metamorphosis and the onset of maturity [4]. Marine 
species do not adhere strictly to the classic species-
related niche differentiation often observed in terrestrial 
systems [5], and it is argued that in understanding 
variability in marine communities, it can be more useful 
to consider interactions among individuals of similar 
body size [6-12]. In addition, properties such as 
community production can be predicted from analyses of 
body size distributions, but such analyses usually require 
data on individual body weights [13-15]. 

 

King, RP [16] reported that the information on length 
weight relationship is more important for the 
management of fishery resources. The differences in 
length-weight relationship have also been reported to be 
associated with sex of the fish [17], Season [18], genetic 
strain, location [19], and species interactions. 

 
According to Allen [20], during the growth period if 

the fish does not change its form or density the weight 
will be proportional to the cube of any linear dimension. If 
any morphological change occurs in the body shape of the 
fish, the co-efficient regression of logarithmic weight on 
logarithmic length deviates from ‘3’. If the fish maintains 
the same shape throughout the life without any change 
then ‘b’ is equal to ‘3’.  

 
In recent years applications of analyses that occupy 

size classed faunal data to investigate properties and 
trends in marine communities have increased [21,22]. 
These analyses are based on the assumption that body 
size plays a key role in the structuring marine 
communities [8]. 
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Materials and Methods 

The specimens were collected randomly, monthly 
basis from Thondi coast. A total of 1248 were collected 
and a random of 764 animals was examined for the study. 
Immediately after the collection the standard length and 
weight of the starfish were recorded. A total of 764 
specimen of starfish (Pentaceraster regulus) ranged from 
31 to 184 mm in length were used for the study. The total 
length of the animal was measured from the tip of the 1st 
arm to the tip of the 3rd arm using a fine thread along the 
body of the starfish. Then the thread was straightened 
and measured using a scale. The body weight of each 
individual animal was recorded to the nearest mg using 
an electronic balance Figure 1. 
 

The average log values of the observed length-weight 
with a clear interval of 10 mm were plotted. The equation 
used for the evaluation of the length-weight relationship 
was,  

 

W =aLb 

 

Where, W= weight, L= total length, a= constant, b= 
exponent 
 
The data were analysed through the logarithmic form of 
the above equation 
 

Log W=log a+ b log L 
 

(i.e) y= a+bx 
 

Where a = intercept; y = log W; x = log L and b = slope of 
the line or regression co-efficient.  
Analysis of co-variance was employed to determine 
whether b value differed among the categories at 5% 
level. 

Results 

 

 
Figure 1: Pentaceraster regulus. 

 
The regression parameters of the length-weight 

relationship of P. regulus for a period of one year (January 
to December 2017) were analyzed and the details of the 
sum of the square and products of length-weight data are 
presented in Table 1. 

 

 
The length- weight relationship during the present 

study was analyzed using ordinary least square 
regression with 95% confidence. A total of 764 animals 
with maximum length 184mm and minimum length 
31mm were used for this study. The linear relationship 
between length and weight is shown in Figure 2, The 
monthly- obtained data for one year was pooled and 
obtained the following regression equation Table 2.  
 

Log W = 0.844 + 3.030 Log ‘L’ 

 

 

Figure 2: Length-Weight relationship of P. Regulus. 
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Category N Σx Σy Σx2 Σy2 Σxy 

P. regulus 764 1557.918 3617.676 3192.391 17157.31 7393.965 

Table 1: Sum of squares and products of the length-weight data of P. regulus. 
Σx, Σy = sum of x and y 
Σx2, Σy2 and Σxy = sum of squares and products  
 

Group Df 
Sum of square products 

B value 
Errors of estimate 

X2 XY Y2 Df S. S 

P. regulus 764 15.551 16.946 26.98 3.030 763 8.514 

Table 2: Corrected sum of squares and products of length-weight data of P. regulus regression co-efficient and deviation 
from the regression. 
Df = degree of freedom  
x2, xy and y2 = corrected sum of squares and products  
b = regression co-efficient  
ss = sum of squares  
 

Discussion 

The relationship between the body length and weight 
play an important role in fishery biology for estimating 
the biomass from obtaining analytical models and to 
relate the biological parameter i.e., indicating the rate of 
weight gained relative to the growth [23,24]. Changes in 
length-weight relationship are associated with in size and 
sexual maturity. 

 
Parameter ‘b’ is the exponent of the arithmetic form of 

length-weight relationship and slope of regression line in 
the logarithmic form. It is also called allometric coefficient 
and it has important biology meaning indicting the rate of 
weight gain relative to growth in length. The value usually 
falls between 2.5 and 3.5 and often lies close to 3 [2]. 
When the starfish grow at the same rate in all the linear 
directions, then the increase in length, width and height 
are proportional it is called isometric. In such cases, ‘b’ is 
equal to 3 value of ‘b’ different from 3 indicates allometric 
growth; and if ‘b’ is greater the 3, the starfish exhibits its 
normal shape as it increases in length and becomes 
slimmer, if ‘b’ in less than 3. The ‘b’ value obtained for P. 
regulus was 3.03. The ‘a’ value was o.844 and the 
correlation-coefficient (r) was around 0.9. Since the ‘b’ 
value in (b > 3) the animal grows in isometric way as 
described by Tesch FW [25]. 

 
The result state that the length-weight relationship are 

not constant over the whole year, varying according to 
factors such a food availability, feeding rate, gonad 
development and spawning period. However, the 
parameter ‘b’ is characteristic of the species and generally 
does not vary significantly throughout the year, unlike the 

parameters ‘a’, which may vary daily, seasonally and /or 
between different habitats.  

 
In conclusion, this study showed the relationship 

between length and weight as isometric in P. regulus. Use 
of length and weight relationship applied here should 
dramatically reduced the time and cost involved in 
collecting adequate data for size-based analysis of 
starfish. This study is also first of its kind and no 
information on this line is available so far in starfish. 
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